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To discuss options for
Lucie and TK, take a look. These logos incorporate red and

Note: I tried serif typefaces, (see below)

yellow, and there are a few other visual hints built in as well.

but is just does not pop like the serif.
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Arrow implies movement, draws attention. It can be on the
word Self, OR on the 2. I like the 2, because it is that person,
plus Lucie’s program. They don’t have to do it by themselves.
There is another person in the equation to help.

It’s YOUR Health!

Need an expert on weight loss – and total health maintenance with over 20 years
experience to conduct a workshop for your organization?

us at 919-399-SELF (7353)

Self is thinner than Commit... people will get thinner/more
healthy when they commit to make a change.

workshops with Lucie contact

Commit Self.com

or email tk@commit2self.com

To me the simpler type is easier to read
and stands out more.

Website: Commit2Self.com

Introducing Lucie A. Knapp, MSW, LCSW, Licensed Behavioral Therapist and
Certified Life Coach with over 20 years working in the weight loss field. She is the
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former Creator and Program Coordinator of the Lifestyle Coaching Program at the
worlds oldest and, arguably most prestigious residential weight loss center, the Duke

The yellow box leaning to the arrow can change and get
taller so that information can be included inside.

E. Holding Design
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University Medical Center’s Diet and Fitness Center (DFC)! The DFC now refers clients
to her! Most people have tried losing weight – but it keeps finding them (can you say

Lucie and TK, take a look. These logos incorporate red and
yellow, and there are a few“yo-yo”
otherdieting?)!
visual hints built in as well.

Note: I tried serif typefaces, (see below)
but is just does not pop like the serif.

The solution – Bring in Lucie and she will provide everyone in your organization
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Self is thinner than Commit... people will get thinner/more
the “action planning” workshop. A step by step formula that shows HOW-TO make
healthy when they commit to make a change.
permanent changes (lose weight and live the healthy life they
or become
a better
It’swant,
YOUR
Health!
or a better spouse
Arrow implies movement,manager,
draws attention.
It canetc)!
be on the
To me the simpler type is easier to read
word Self, OR on the 2. I like the 2, because it is that person,
Her website, Commit2Self.com provides insight thorough
blogs,
videos
and
and stands
out
more.
plus Lucie’s program. They don’t have to do it by themselves.
for anyone who has tried multiple diet (worst four letter word ever)
There
is another
person ininterviews,
the equation
to help.
Commit2Self
(Lucie)
is a
programs and still finding themselves fighting the weight loss battle.

Mission Statement
Commit 2 Self is committed to helping people take charge of their health so that they can live their lives to
their fullest potential. We do is this by providing on-going education, support and motivation with weight
loss and maintenance. Our belief is that lasting success can only be achieved when an individual can
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professionally licensed (LCSW)
The yellow box leaning to the arrow can change and get
It’s Your Health!
Research shows that healthy employees are more productive, have better overall
MWBE (minority
women
taller so
that information can be included inside.
business enterprise) owned
and operated compliant
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Design

identify and gain insight into the issues that have negatively impacted their weight and health issues.

business!

By providing unconditional professional support and coaching, our clients will be able to embark and stay

Special pricing is available
for Government agencies.

on track with their personal journey to overall health and wellness.

Lucie and TK, take a look. These logos incorporate red and
yellow, and there are a few other visual hints built in as well.

Note: I tried serif typefaces, (see below)
but is just does not pop like the serif.

attitudes, take less time off for illness and reduce overall insurance and down time
costs for your organization.
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Enclosed is Lucie’s business card, as well as
her quote card for your own motivation.

EDUCATIONAL

MOTIVATIONAL

Lucie A. Knapp, MSW, LCSW
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Certified Life Coach

ENTERTAINING

You know how sometimes you think to yourself, or even confide to someone,” I know I
don’t need therapy, but I have questions, concerns, and feelings that I don’t want to go to
my family, friends, or co-workers to discuss… It would surely be nice to have someone, an
impartial and objective professional with whom I could discuss these feelings .”

“Once you KNOW – you

You may be experiencing thoughts and feelings such as “Is this it” or “ What am I
doing with my life?”“Where do I go from here?”“ Why am I feeling so stuck?” During
the day or week you are constantly distracted or confused by these thoughts and

cannot – NOT KNOW.”

feelings…
Which means you find yourself doubting and questioning things more often…

“Someday is not a
day of the week.”

Coaching and Counseling services.

What I do is show you – through the use of proven coaching techniques and

Provides and conducts Action Planning workshops for life transition –
helps clients develop concise action plans for transitional phases of life, by

“Those who have their

strategies – how to identify and label the source of these feelings and then help

Through the coaching process you will begin to improve your relationships,

implementing action plans to achieve goals.

communications and productivity in you personal and professional life.

Provides and conducts staff training on developing action planning for

The benefit will be that you are spending each day focused, clear, and productive,

students/staff in transition.

no longer questioning and doubting yourself.

Provides and conducts training sessions in effective communication skills.

those who don’t wish for

Provides and conducts experiential role-playing workshops to assist in

only one thing.”

practicing and applying real life situations in a safe environment.

Thousands of people can’t be wrong!
Here is what some of her clients are saying:

Weight loss – explore behavioral issues that impact weight loss and weight
management providing insight for client to change behaviors.
In person or by phone - individual and group coaching sessions.
It’s Your Health!

today for a better
tomorrow”

up tomorrow.”

identifying the issues, developing realistic goals, evaluating the goals and

health wish for a lot –

“Commit to your health

“Don’t let yesterday eat

you to create a step by step plan to clarity.

Group teleseminars or webinars.
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ways informative
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kindness and
thoughtfulness ve
ry much! We
will be chatting so
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thanks.
Joseph – Stamford
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Lucie Will Make You Laugh, Cry, Think & Take Action!
It’s YOUR Health!
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